Practice of Kangoo Jumps Fitness to improve female students’ cardiorespiratory fitness
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Abstract

Purpose: Experts record the deterioration of the physical and cardiorespiratory fitness of students. Scientists recommend using fitness training in the practice of teaching students to increase cardiorespiratory fitness. The purpose of the research is to increase the level of cardiorespiratory fitness of female students by practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness in the practice of physical education.

Material: Participants are female students (n = 53, age - 19–20 years old). The study period was 10 months. Some females (n = 17) used Kangoo Jumps fitness in the practice of physical education. Indicators of physical and cardiorespiratory fitness were evaluated by the following methods: step test, Functional fitness assessment tests. Statistical data analysis was performed applying the Mann – Whitney U – test.

Results: The test results (step test) revealed a significant (P <0.05) advantage of females practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness. The results are approximately the same for all females in most of the functional fitness assessment tests. The lowest weight gain (about 0.8 kg) is shown by females who used Kangoo Jumps fitness. Body mass indexes (from 1.8 to 2 kg.) were increased by students who used other types of fitness.

Conclusions: It was revealed the possibility of increasing the cardiorespiratory fitness level of female students practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness in the practice of physical education. It was found the ability to control the increase in body weight of female bodies.
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Introduction

The level of physical activity and the dietary regime of majority students do not meet the recommendations of health experts. The data show a significant decrease in the participation of young people in regular motor activity [1, 2]. The growth of the sedentary lifestyle of young people is determined in another study [3]. The consequence is a significant increase in body weight and the development of obesity in many students [4]. These factors lead to various psychological disorders [5]. Regulatory programs of physical education in universities are not able to maintain indicators of body weight and physical fitness of students at an acceptable level [6, 7]. Health experts recommend increasing the level of physical fitness by significantly increasing the level of aerobic fitness of students [8].

The functional fitness of the cardiorespiratory system is important in the factor model of the motor and functional activity of young people [9]. It is determined as the statistically significant correlation between cardiorespiratory fitness and the practice of a healthy lifestyle [10]. The main motives of modern students to physical exercise and fitness are the following: a decrease in the percentage of body fat and increased aerobic fitness [11]. There is evidence of a significant positive effect of aerobic exercises (fitness aerobics), implemented in the practice of physical education of students [12]. To achieve a positive effect requires a certain intensity [13], and a sufficient duration of exercise [14]. Practice shows that regular aerobic exercise has a positive effect on weight loss in students [15]. Aerobic exercise enhances the physical and psychological status of young people [16, 17]. The use of aerobic fitness training is recommended to untrained young people and young athletes [18, 19].

It was revealed a negative trend of reducing the level of aerobic readiness of students. This is due to the lack of daily physical activity [20]. The decrease in cardiorespiratory fitness indices was revealed even among students studying at the faculties of physical education and sport [21]. Scientists recommend using the correlation between the content of physical education programs, the level of physical activity and the behavioral regulation of students [22]. It was revealed the possibility of a significant increase in the level of physical development and the level of knowledge about the benefits of physical activity in young people practicing cardiorespiratory fitness in the practice of physical education [23].

Currently offered a large number of health and sports fitness. The practical use of types of fitness has significant differences [24]. In some types of modern sports fitness (in particular Latin American dances), the effectiveness in
improving physical health wasn’t completely determined [25]. There is evidence of the benefits of Zumba Fitness in increasing aerobic fitness in young women [26]. Found data on the possibility of practicing high-intensity workouts and mixed aerobic-strength training of moderate-intensity to reduce body weight [27]. The step aerobics in the practice of physical education of female students was also considered as effective [28]. The physical education programs are actively applied in higher education institutions, including various types of recreational and sports fitness [29]. However, data monitoring of the students’ physical condition shows a significant deterioration in the physical health indicators of the majority of students during the period of study [30]. Students consider their level of physical activity sufficient to maintain physical health at the proper level [31]. Changes are necessary for the practice of physical education of students to increase the level of physical activity. Increase of indicators of cardiorespiratory fitness of young people is also a priority task.

Kangoo Jumps fitness is a new type of fitness that is popular among young people. This type of fitness is the performance of various stepping, jumping and dance movements. All movements are performed at a fast pace and in special shoes – Kangoo Jumps boots [32]. These shoes reduce the risk of negative effects on the body in intensively performing jumping exercises [33]. To increase the level of physical performance, experts recommend to carry out Kangoo Jumps fitness classes at least 30 minutes long. The intensity of the movements should be high [34]. Scientists also point to the high efficiency of practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness in the practice of correcting body weight and prevention overweight [35] and obesity [36].

Other studies of practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness define:

- It is concluded that after running exercise on submaximal exercise with the use of equipment Kangoo Jumps had become favorable outcome for postural balance. One such reason would be because of its system of absorption and dissipation of impact, which allows a better activation of the proprioceptive system through increasing the speed of afferent estimate [33].

- Determinations from this preliminary evaluation of breath test during Kangoo Jumps exercise suggest that the Kangoo Jumps may reduce the oxidative stress, and Laser photoacoustic spectroscopy system provides a useful evaluation of ethylene biomarker (as a by-product of oxidative stress occurring inside the cells), being perfectly suitable to assessing the breath gases [36].

- This study revealed many types of knee MRI findings of asymptomatic Kangoo Jumpers compared to the control group. These MRI findings can predict and prevent possible acute knee injury or chronic joint problems like osteoarthritis [37].

- A Kangoo Jump class causes dehydration and rehydration strategies are necessary, however both water and sports drinks are sufficient for adequate rehydration [38].

- Training with Kangoo Jumps™ provides an effective means of improving aerobic capacity, while reducing the rate of injury when compared to training with normal running shoes [39].

- Comparison of kinematic parameters during the Hop Brasil class practicing Kangoo Jumps shoes and barefoot confirmed that ankle joint are under the heavy loads. The knee and hip joint are under the less loads [40].

Hypothesis. We assumed that the use of Kangoo Jumps fitness exercises in the practice of physical education will allow to achieve a higher level of cardiorespiratory fitness of females, compared with other programs of physical education of female students.

Purpose of the study. Search for the possibility of a significant increase in the cardiorespiratory fitness level of young people (19–20 years old) relatively healthy female students practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness method.

Material and methods

Participants: Young (19-20 years old) relatively healthy full-time female students (n = 53). All the females underwent a medical examination and had no contraindications to exercise and fitness. All the females gave informed consent to participate in the research and publish the results. The selection of females was performed among a number of relatively healthy female students with similar indicators of physical activity. The selection was carried out among female students engaged in fitness – aerobics and athletic fitness (strength and cardiorespiratory training). The selection considers indicators of females’ body weight. The females weighing from 50 to 52 kg were selected for studies. On average, the body mass indices of female students were 51.19 ± 0.34 kg.

Research Design.

The studies were conducted during one academic year (September 2018 - June 2019). At the beginning, the females passed the functional fitness assessment test [41].

Functional fitness assessment protocol and testing standards. The functional fitness assessment tests must be performed consecutively in the following order with the prescribed rest periods between tests. If one or more of the tests cannot be performed (e.g. pushups cannot be performed because of a shoulder injury, etc.) then the score must be entered as ZERO. If the aerobic fitness test is not performed, enter a time of 0 minutes and 0 seconds in one of the options (run, walk, row).

1. Aerobic Fitness Test (One Mile Run Test);
2. Rest 5 minutes;
3. Upper Body Strength/Endurance (Push-up) Test;
4. Rest 3 minutes;
5. Lower Body Strength/Endurance (Squat) Test;
6. Rest 3 minutes
7. Core Strength/Endurance (Plank) Test.

Females with approximately equal results were randomly divided into 3 approximately equal groups.

Group number 1 (n = 18) continued fitness aerobics.
Group number 2 (n = 18) continued to practice athletic fitness. Kangoo Jumps fitness exercise complexes were included in the program of group 3 (n = 17). The intensity of the load was estimated by the Polar A300 heart rate monitor. It was recorded the dynamics of the heart rate of female students. Limit values of the aerobic exercise intensity were 135–145 bpm. in the first and second months of classes; 145–150 bpm in the 3rd and 4th months. Subsequently, the intensity of aerobic exercise was about 145–160 bpm. We found it inappropriate to further increase the intensity of aerobic exercise. Complaints were received from the females about fatigue and the inability to perform the exercises with higher intensity. It should be noted that the females practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness, showed a slightly higher ability to maintain a given intensity. Fitness aerobics and power fitness groups maintained an intensity of 150–160 bpm no more than 16–19 minutes of the main part of the training. The group practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness maintained the intensity of 150–160 bpm. about 20–23 min of the main part of the training.

All the females were offered to attend regularly practical training on selected physical education programs. The number of classes – 2 per week. The time for each class is 90 min. Classes for females of group 1 and 3 consisted of aerobic fitness classes (40–45 min), strength training (20–30 min), exercises for developing flexibility and mobility of joints (15–20 min). Group number 1 practiced fitness aerobics in the main part of the class (performing various dance moves on step platforms of a certain height with rhythmic music). Group 3 used Kangoo Jumps fitness in the main part of the class. Kangoo Jumps fitness is a dance, jump, stepping movements performed in special shoes (Kangoo Jumps boots) at a fast pace with rhythmic music.

The program of classes for females of group 2 consisted of physical training for strength (40–50 min) and aerobic (20–30 min). Training devices (strength training), fitness cycles and treadmills (cardio). The exercises for the development of flexibility and mobility of the joints were also included in the program (15 min).

To assess the level of females functional fitness were used: functional fitness assessment tests, step test. The step test represents the performing of ascents on a 40 cm high platform. The ascent rate is set by a special sound signal designed to provide at least 120 ascents per min. Testing time was 3 minutes. The level of functional fitness was determined by the time of pulsometry recovery in females to a state of rest.

We planned to evaluate the application effectiveness of the presented types of fitness in the prevention of obesity. All females were weighed weekly throughout the study period. It was evaluated the dynamics of fluctuations in the indicators of females body weight in 2 regular fitness classes per week.

Statistical analysis: To evaluate the results of the research, the authors applied the SPSS20 program. The level of reliability and significance of the obtained data are determined by the Mann – Whitney U – test.

Results
At the beginning of the research, all the females demonstrated approximately the same results of the functional fitness assessment tests. After 10 months, the results of the students in several tests significantly changed. In the “One Mile Run Test” (1.6 km), the results of the females of group 3 were significantly (P <0.01) higher than the results of females from other groups. In testing the “Push-up” arm muscles strength, significantly (P <0.05) higher results were found in the females of group 2 (athletic fitness). In the “Squat” test, the dynamics of the increase in results was found in students of all groups. The highest results were shown by females of group 3 (Kangoo Jumps fitness). Indicators of body balance (test “Plank”) were approximately the same for all groups.

Complete test results are presented in Table 1.

The assessment of female students’ functional fitness (step-test) shows the dynamics of a significant (P <0.05)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Group №1 (n=18)</th>
<th>Group №2 (n=18)</th>
<th>Group №3 (n=17)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One Mile Run</td>
<td>September</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (6.25 min)</td>
<td>7.12±0.18</td>
<td>6.42±0.08</td>
<td>7.14±0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push-up (40 times)</td>
<td>17.08±1.34</td>
<td>19.11±1.42</td>
<td>17.26±1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squat (100 times)</td>
<td>56.17±0.21</td>
<td>63.21±2.18**</td>
<td>56.31±0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank (2.5 min)</td>
<td>1.29±0.02</td>
<td>1.48±0.13</td>
<td>1.28±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step-test</td>
<td>3.42±0.16</td>
<td>3.18±0.21</td>
<td>3.43±0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass</td>
<td>50.86±0.47</td>
<td>52.57±0.29**</td>
<td>51.38±0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * – P <0.01 – significance level; ** – P <0.05 – significance level.
The studies revealed the dynamics of increase in body weight of females. In group 1 (fitness aerobics), a significant ($P < 0.05$) increase in the average body weight of female students was recorded from $50.86 \pm 0.47$ kg to $52.57 \pm 0.29$ kg. In group 2 (athletic fitness), the body mass indexes of females increased from $51.38 \pm 0.64$ kg to $53.44 \pm 0.18$ kg. In group 3 (Kangoo Jumps fitness), the body mass indexes of the females increased slightly from $51.33 \pm 0.46$ kg to $52.08 \pm 0.17$ kg.

**Discussion**

It was revealed some lack of effectiveness of certain types of fitness in the practice of prophylaxis the increase in body weight and obesity. Studies revealed a significant (about 2 kg) increase in the body mass values of female students practicing fitness aerobics and athletic fitness. The obtained results do not coincide with the data of scientists recommending mixed aerobic-power [27] and step-training [28] for the correction of the body weight of students. Experts emphasize the high efficiency of Kangoo Jumps fitness in the practice of weight control and prevention of obesity in young people. There is data of a decrease in body weight of students practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness, an average of 2 kg per 10 months [35]. We found a slight increase in body mass values (about 0.8 kg) in females who practiced Kangoo Jumps fitness for 10 months. In our opinion, the difference between the results and the data of other scientists is a consequence of the insufficient number (2 classes per week) of fitness classes for females. The obtained data indicate that it is impossible to solve the problem of increasing the body mass of students within the standard physical education programs in universities. Only 2 fitness classes per week lead to increase in body mass of female students. Such female students demonstrate less weight gain [42].

The indicators of physical and functional fitness of students are influenced by the intensity of the exercises. In different types of fitness training (aerobics, dancing, step aerobics), the intensity of the exercises is different. There is data that most students perform 50 min of Zumba Fitness dance load at levels of light and moderate-intensity [26]. Self-selected exercise intensity is most beneficial for people practicing dance fitness training [12]. Fitness aerobics classes involve performing rhythmic dance movements to music with a certain level of intensity [28]. However, in the process of teaching female students to various dance movements, the intensity of the load is not high [32]. There is data concerning the targeted increase in the intensity of aerobic exercise in young people. This allows to achieve a significant health effect [42]. There is data of the necessity to practice Kangoo Jumps fitness not less than 30 min to increase the indices of physical fitness. The level of intensity of Kangoo Jumps fitness movements should be high [34]. In our studies, females of groups 1 and 2 could maintain a high intensity of aerobic training for only 16–19 min. The frequency of heart contractions among female students of these groups reached 150-160 bpm. Then the females complained of a high degree of fatigue and reduced the intensity of the exercises. Females practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness could maintain a high level of intensity – 150-160 bpm for a longer time – 20-23 min. In our opinion, the maintenance of a higher level of load’s intensity was facilitated by special shoes – Kangoo Jumps boots. The springs reduced a little the females’ efforts in jumping movements. We do not recommend practicing the high level of exercise intensity more than 150 bpm during more than 20-25 min, in the practice of female students training Kangoo Jumps fitness.

The results of the step-test for females of group 3 (Kangoo Jumps fitness) were significantly higher than the results of other female students. The recovery intervals of females practicing fitness aerobics and Kangoo Jumps fitness were compared in similar studies [32]. The results are different from our data. The higher indicators of female students recovery are determined in our research. The recovery rates for females in group 3 were better on average by 38 sec. We explain the differences in the results of a higher level of physical fitness of females in this group. The total load was also slightly different. The time of each fitness training in our groups was increased by 10–15 min.

We explain the differences in the results of recovery between our fitness groups by the wide possibilities of Kangoo Jumps fitness influence on the cardiorespiratory fitness of female students. This effect is achieved through the practice of jumping exercises of sufficient intensity. Experts recommend the more active practice of jumping exercises to increase the aerobic performance of students [43].

There are studies on the positive experience of aerobic fitness in small groups of students (up to 5 persons). Also, scientists recommend applying a competitive method in organizing classes in mini-groups [12]. We have achieved an increase in cardiorespiratory and physical fitness without a competitive method. The number of females in groups was 17-18 persons. We emphasize the possibility of practicing aerobic fitness in quite large groups (20-30 persons or more). However, it should be noted that Kangoo Jumps fitness classes have some difficulties. These difficulties are associated with a rather high price for shoes – Kangoo Jumps boots ($ 350-470). High-quality repair of these shoes is also difficult. The training gym must have a flat floor and the required dimensions. These factors limit the number of students practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness.

**Conclusions**

1. Studies demonstrated the possibility of effective application of Kangoo Jumps fitness in the practice of physical education of female students. It is revealed the
possibility of a significant increase in the cardiorespiratory fitness indices of females practicing Kangoo Jumps fitness. 2. It was found out that the 2 mixed (cardio-strength) class per week does not have sufficient effectiveness to achieve optimal body weight. However, Kangoo Jumps fitness classes proved more effective in slowing down the increase in the body mass of female students. Females show the lowest rates of body mass growth over the study period.
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